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Thanks for your order from Quayboards.

We've put together this simple user guide

to help you quickly and safely get out on

the water to enjoy your new board.

Get involved! Tag us on insta using your board;

User Guide

@quayboards



For more advice on how to inflate your board,

scan the QR code using your smart phone to

watch our inflation video

Inflation

Unroll your board so the foot pad and

valve are face up.

PREP

0 1

 Unscrew the valve cap with a half twist

anti-clockwise. To prepare the valve for

inflation, make sure that the red centre

valve pin is in the “UP” position. If it is in

the “DOWN” position, press the valve pin

to “UP” position.

VALVE

0 2

Attached the pump to the valve by a

half twist clockwise.

PUMP

0 3

Begin pumping to a max PSI of 15. Once

reached, remove the pump with a half

twist anti-clickwise. Replace the valve

cap.

INFLATE

0 4



Get involved! Tag us on insta using your board;

The Pump

@quayboards

 

- The pump is made up of two different

parts; the pump and the hose. These

are attached by screwing the ends

together.

 

- We recommend that you inflate your

SUP to minimum 12psi and a

maximum15psi, as stated on the valve.

 

- Over-Inflation is not covered by

warranty so take the utmost care.

 

- Electric pumps  or air compressors

can be used to inflate the paddle

board but please note any damage to

your board caused by over inflation

from an air compressor is not covered

by our warranty.



Get involved! Tag us on insta using your board;

The Fins

@quayboards

 

The two side fins are fixed on the paddle

board

PREP

0 1

Once the board is inflated, slide in the

middle fin to the base.

 

FIN

0 2

 

Insert the fixed pin to hold the fin in place

- this may be stiff on the initial couple of

goes.

 

PIN

0 3



Get involved! Tag us on insta using your board;

The Paddle

@quayboards

 

-Your aluminium paddle comes in three

pieces.

 

- To build the paddle, hold the button

in while sliding the pieces together until

they click into place.

 

-The last section(top) of the paddle is

adjustable. To find the ideal height for

your paddle, start by building the

paddle so it is 6 inches taller than your

own height. From this point, adjust the

top section up or down until the length

is comfortable for you and fold down

the button.

 

-After closing the button, if you find

that the adjustable section is loose,

tighten the threaded bolt by rotating

the closing mechanism/lever.

 

 



Get involved! Tag us on insta using your board;

Deflation &

Storage

@quayboards

 

- After each paddle boarding

adventure, we recommend washing

your board with mild soapy water to

prevent saltwater or bacteria decay.

 

-Avoid using any harsh chemicals or

abrasives on your board.

 

-You may store your board inflated or

deflated.

 

-Store away from direct sunlight in a

cool and dry place.

 

-Allow the board to dry completely

before rolling and storing to avoid any

mildew build up.

 

- To deflate, bring the paddle board

back to dry land.

 

-Remove the fin.

 

-Place the board on the ground with

the valve facing upwards.

 

-Turn the valve cap anti-clockwise.

 

-Press on the red valve cap, there

should be a 'woosh' sound which

indicates the air escaping from the

board

 

-Once you can no longer hear air

escaping, roll the board up tightly from

the opposite end of the valve.

 

Deflation Storage



Check out our Youtube channel for more advice

Safety 

Advice

 

Storage

 - Always wear a life jacket or some

sort of floatation device.

 

- Always wear your board leash.

 

- Wear wetsuits or dry suits

 

- Try to avoid going on the water

alone.

 

- Check weather conditions and tide

before going out

 

- Avoid paddling when winds are

blowing away from shore.

 

- Be aware of tide and water flow and

how it will effect your traveling time



Get in touch with our customer service team for

more help with your board;

Repairs

hello@quayboards.com

 

Storage

Small punctures can be

repaired easily and

permanently with the repair

kit included.

 

Make sure

that you perform the repair in

a well ventilated area

and avoid inhaling toxic

vapours. 

 

Avoid contact with

skin and eyes and keep all

repair material away from

children.

- Deflate your board, make sure it

is clean and dry.

 

- Cut a patch that is around 2

inches larger than the tear on all

sides.

 

- Clean the area where the patch

is to be placed with alcohol.

 

- Apply three thin coats of repair kit

adhesive to both the board and

the patch, leave 5 minutes

between

each coat.

 

- Place the patch on the the

board, it grips immediately so

ensure placement is accurate. Use

a hand roller to firmly stick the

patch down and to ensure an

even seal.

 

- Wait 24 hours before re-inflating

the board.


